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On the unit ball of an Orlicz function space the denting points, weakU denting
points, and quasi-denting points coincide. But on the unit ball of an Orlicz
sequence space the quasi-denting points are different from the denting points and
weakU denting points. We also show that the weakU drop property and the
Kadec]Klee property are equivalent in Orlicz spaces. Hence the weak drop
property and the weakU drop property are independent properties in Banach
spaces. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let C be a closed convex bounded set of a Banach space X. A point x
w xis said to be a quasi-denting point 6 for C if for every « ) 0 there exists a
 .   .  . 4 Uslice S f , d s y g C, f y ) sup f C y d , f g X , d ) 0, such that
 .   ..  .x g S f , d and a S f , d - « , where for A ; X, a A is the Kuratowski
index of non-compactness of A, i.e.,
a A s inf « ) 0: A is co¨ered by a finite family of sets of diameter .
4less than « .
x is said to be a denting point for C if for every « ) 0 there exists a slice
 .  .  . US f , d with x g S f , d and diam S f , d - « . If X s Y is a dual space,
xU g C is said to be a weak star denting point for C, if for every « ) 0
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 .   .  . 4there exists a slice S y, d s u g C, y, u ) sup y C y d , y g Y, d ) 0,
U  .  .such that x g S y, d and diam S y, d - « .
Obviously
weakUdenting point « denting point « quasi-denting point.
In general, the converse statements are not true. However, we show that
on the unit ball of an Orlicz function space, weakU denting points, denting
points, and quasi-denting points are the same. But on the unit ball of an
Orlicz sequence space, weakU denting points and denting points coincide
and the quasi-denting points are different from them.
 .  .For a Banach space X, let B X and S X be the unit ball and the unit
 .   ..   .4sphere of X. Given x f B X , the set D x, B X ' co x, B X , the
 .convex hull of x and B X , is called the drop generated by x. X is said to
w x  .have the drop property 15 if for every closed set C disjoint from B X ,
  ..  4there exists an x g C such that D x, B X l C s x . X is said to have
w xthe weak drop property 7 if for every weakly sequentially closed set C
 .   ..disjoint from B X , there exists an x g C such that D x, B X l C s
 4 U w xx . X is said to have the weak drop property 11 if for every closed set
U  .  .C ; X for which there exists some x g S X such that f x ) 1 for all
  U ..  4f g C, then there exists an g g C such that D g, B X l C s g . X is
 .said to have the Kadec]Klee KK property if for every sequence the weak
 .and norm convergences coincide on the sphere S X . A set-valued map-
ping F from a topological space A to subsets of a metric space is called a
w xupper semi-continuous at t g A 11 , if given « ) 0 there exists an open
  ..  U .neighbourhood U of t such that a F u - « . B X is said to have
U w x  .w -property a 11 if for every x g S X and « ) 0 there exists h ) 0
 .   U .  . 4such that a G - « , where G ' f g B X : f x G 1 y h . It is clearh h
that if X has the drop property then X has the weak drop property. In
w x U U11 , it is proved that X has the weak drop property if and only if that
 U . UB X has the weak -property a . It is known that in every Banach space,
w xthe drop property is equivalent to reflexivity and the KK property 12 and
w xthe weak drop property is equivalent to reflexivity 7 . In the paper, we
 .show that in Orlicz function resp., sequence spaces equipped with the
Luxemburg norm, the weakU drop property is equivalent to the KK
property. Hence the weakU drop property and the weak drop property are
independent properties in general.
Let R be the set of all real numbers. A function M: R ª R is calledq
 .  .an N-function if M is convex, even, M 0 s 0, and M ` s `. A comple-
mented function N of M is defined in the sense of Young by
N ¨ s sup u¨ y M u . 4 .  .
u)0
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It is known that if M is an N-function, then its complemented function N
 . .is also an N-function. M is said to be strictly convex if M u q ¨ r2 -
  .  ..  .M u q M ¨ r2 for all u / ¨ . An interval a, b is said to be an affine
 .  .interval for M if M is affine on a, b and strictly convex on a y « , a and
 . `  .b, b q « for every « ) 0. Denote all affine intervals of M by D a , b .is1 i i
 .  .  .M u is said to satisfy D -condition d -condition for large u for small u2 2
 .  .and we simply write M g D M g d if for some K and u ) 0, M 2u2 2 0
 . < <  < < . nF KM u as u G u u F u . Let G be a bounded set in R and let0 0
 .m, S, G be a finite non-atomic measure space. For a real-valued measur-
 .  .   ..able function x t on G, let r x s H M x t dm. For a sequence ofM G
 4`  . `  .scalars x , let r x s  M x . Let / be the set of all positivei is1 M is1 i
 .  .integers. The Orlicz function sequence space L l generated by MM . M .
is the Banach space
L l s x t : r l x - ` for some l , 4 .  . .M . M . M
equipped with the Luxemburg norm
x
5 5x s inf l ) 0: r F 1 .M . M 5 /l
2. weakU DENTING POINTS, DENTING POINTS, AND
QUASI-DENTING POINTS
In this section we show that in Orlicz function spaces, weakU denting
points, denting points, and quasi-denting points are the same. But in Orlicz
sequence spaces weakU denting points and denting points coincide and
quasi-denting points are different from them.
LEMMA 1. If B has a quasi-denting point x, then M satisfies theLM .
  ..D -condition. In fact, if M does not satisfy the D -condition, then a S f , h2 2
 .G 1r4 for any slice S f , h of B containing x.LM .
5 5 Proof. Since x s 1, there is c ) 0 such that mG s m t g G:M . c
<  . < 4x t F c ) 0. Suppose that M f D , then there exist u p ` such that2 n
1
nM 1 q u ) 2 M u . .n n / /n
If necessary passing to a subsequence, there are disjoint subsets G ; Gn c
so that
1
M u mG s , n s 1, 2, . . . . .n n n2
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Define
x s x q x q u , .n nG_G Gn n
X < <x s x q u ,G _G Gn nn n
Y <x s x , n s 1, 2, . . . .Gn n
<  . < 5 Y 5  .Since x t F c for all t g G , we have x ª 0 n ª ` . HenceM .n n
5 X 5x y x ª 0 n ª ` . .M .n n
Since
X <r x s r x q M u mG .  . .G _GM n M n nn
1
F r x q .M n2
1
F 1 q ,n2
hence
1
X5 5x F 1 q .M .n n2
Thus
5 5 5 X 5lim sup x s lim sup x F 1.M . M .n n
nª` nª`
On the other hand,
Xx q xn n
5 < 5 5 5lim inf G lim x s x s 1.G _ D G M . M .i G n i .2nª` nª`M
We conclude that
5 5lim x s 1.M .n
nª`
 .   ..Claim that for every S f.d containing x, a S f , d G 1r4, a contradic-
tion to the hypothesis that x is a quasi-denting point of B .LM .U For every f g L , where f s y q f, y g L ' y : y : G ª R measur-M . N
 . 4 w xable, r l y - ` for some l ) 0 and f is singular 1 . Take 1 G l ) 0,N
 . < w xsuch that r l y - `. Noticing x y x s u g E , where E 1, 9 isGN n n M Mn
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 .the subspace of L for which every element x satisfies r l x - ` forM . M
all l ) 0, hence
1
f x y x s u y t dm s u l y t dm .  .  .H Hn n nlG Gn n
1
<F M u mG q r l y ª 0. .  .Gn n N nl
 .  4  .For every d ) 0, since x g S f , d , there is n such that x ; S f , d .0 n nG n0
But for any n ) m G n0
1
r 1 q x y x .m m n / /m
1 1
s M 1 q u mG q M 1 q u mGm m n n /  / /  /m m
1 1
) M 1 q u mG q M 1 q u mGm m n n /  / /  /m n
) 2 mM u mG q 2 nM u mG .  .m m n n
s 1 q 1 s 2 ) 1.
Hence
1 1
5 5x y x G ) .M .m n 1 q 1rm 2
  ..Thus a S f , d G 1r4. Q.E.D.
  .LEMMA 2. If x is a quasi-denting point of B , then m t g G: x t gLM .
`  .4 `  .D a , b s 0, where D a , b is the family of all affine inter¨ alsis1 i i is1 i i
of M.
  . `  .4   ..In fact, if m t g G: x t g D a , b ) 0, then a S f , h G u ) 0is1 i i
 . y1 .for any slice S f , h of B containing x, where u s drM 2rmE , whichLM .
 .is a constant independent to S f , h .
  . `  .4Proof. Suppose that m t g G: x t g D a , b / 0. Then for someis1 i i
 .   .  .4 affine interval a, b of M, m t g G: x t g a, b ) 0. Since m t g G:
 .  .4    .  .4.   .x t g a, b s m D t g G: x t g a q d , b y d , m t g G: x t gd ) 0
 .4   . a q d , b y d ) 0 for some d ) 0. Let E s t g G: x t g a q d , b y
.4  4`  .d . Then mE ) 0. We shall construct a sequence x in B Ln ns1 M .
5 5weakly convergent to x and x y x s 2u for all n / m, whereM .n m
y1 . w xu s drM 2rmE 9 .
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Step 1. Take any finite 1 y net s , . . . , s in E. Consider the follow-1 m1.
 4ing partition G , G , . . . , G of E,1 2 m1.
< <G s t g E: t y s F 1 , 41 1
< <G s t g E _ G : t y s F 1 , 42 1 2
???
 .m 1 y1
< <G s t g E _ G : t y s F 1 ,Dm1. i m1. 5
is1
< <  .where ? is the Euclidean norm on E. Then diam G F 2, i s 1, . . . , m 1 .i
Let E X and E Y be disjoint subsets of G such that mE X s mE Y ,i i i i i
 .X YG s E j E , i s 1, . . . , m 1 . Leti i i
 .  .m 1 m 1
X Y
X YE s E , E s E .D D1 i 1 i
is1 is1
Then E s EX j EY, EX l EY s B, and mEX s mEY. Define1 1 1 1 1 1
Yx s x q x q d q x y d . .  .X E1 1G_E E1
Then
<r x s r x q M x t q d dm q M x t y d dm .  .  . .  . .G _ E H HM 1 M X YE E1 1
<s r x q M x t dm q M x t dm .  . .  . .G _ E H HM X YE E1 1
s r x F 1. .M
Hence x g B .1 LM .
Step 2. Take any finite 1r2 y net s2., . . . , s2. in E. Decompose E X ,1 m2. i
 .i s 1, . . . , m 1 by letting
1
X 2.< <XG s t g E : t y s F ,1 i 1 52
1
X 2.< <XG s t g E _ G : t y s F ,2 i 1 2 52
???
 .m 2 y1 1
X 2.< <XG s t g E _ G : t y s F .Dm2. i i m2. 52ks1
X  .Then diam G F 1, k s 1, . . . , m 2 .k
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 .  . kX kYX XFor each k s 1, . . . , m 2 and for each i s 1, . . . , m 1 , let E and Ei i








, k sk i i k i i
 .  .  .Y1, . . . , m 2 ; i s 1, 2, . . . , m 1 . Similarly for E , i s 1, . . . , m 1 , there existi
kX kY kX kY kX kY Y  ky1 YY Y Y Y Y Y YE and E so that mE s mE , E j E s G s t g E _ D G :i i i i i i k i js1 j
< 2. < 4  Y .  kX kY .  .Y Yt y s F 1r2 and diam G s diam E j E F 1, k s 1, . . . , m 2 .k k i i
Let
 .  .  .  .m 1 m 2 m 1 m 2
X XX k k
X YE s E j E ,D D D D2 i i /  /
is1 ks1 is1 ks1
 .  .  .  .m 1 m 2 m 1 m 2
Y YY k k
X YE s E j E .D D D D2 i i /  /
is1 ks1 is1 ks1
Then E s EX j EY , EX l EY s B, mEX s mEY.2 2 2 2 2 2
Define
Yx s x q x q d q x y d . .  . E2 2G_E XE2
Then
<r x s r x q M x t q d dm q M x t y d dm .  .  . .  . .G _ E H HM 2 M X YE E2 2
<s r x q M x t dm q M x t dm .  . .  . .G _ E H HM X YE E2 2
s r x .M
F 1,
5 5Hence x g B , and x y x s 2u .M .2 L 1 2M .
 4Inductively, there exists a sequence x ,n
Yx s x q x q d q x y d , .  .X En nG_E En
where
 .  .  .m 1 m ny1 m n
XX k
U UE s ??? E ,D D D Dn i , . . . , i1 ny1
X Y)s , i s1 i s1 ks11 ny1
 .  .  .m 1 m ny1 m n
YY k
U UE s ??? E ,D D D Dn i , . . . , i1 ny1
X Y)s , i s1 i s1 ks11 ny1
E s EX j EY , EX l EY s B, mEX s mEY ,n n n n n n
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and
2X Yk k
U U U Udiam E l E F . .i , . . . , i i , . . . , i1 ny1 1 ny1 n
Furthermore
r x s r x F 1 .  .M n M
5 5x y x s 2u n / m . .M .n m
 4 UFinally we show that x is a weak limit of x . For every f g L ,n M .
f s y q f, where y g L and f is singular. For any « ) 0, by LusinN
 .Theorem, there is a continuous function g t on G so that
y t y g t dm - « . .  .H
G
Since x y x g E ,n M
f x y x .n
s x y x y dm F x y x g dm q x y x y y g dm .  .  .  .H H Hn n n
G G G
F x y x g dm q d« .H n
G
 .m 1
F d« q d ??? 
X Y)s , i s11
=
 .  .m ny1 m n
g t dm y g t dm .  .  H HX Yk k
U U U UE Ei , . . . , i i , . . . , ii s1 ks1 1 ny1 1 ny1ny1
mE
F d« q d«
2
mE
s 1 q d« . /2
 .  .For any slice S f , h containing x, then x g S f , h for n sufficient large.n
  ..Hence a S f , h ) u ) 0, which is a contradiction to the hypothesis that
x is a quasi-denting point of B . Q.E.D.LM .
LEMMA 3. Suppose M satisfies the D -condition. If x g S and m t g2 LM .
 . `  .4  `  .4G: x t g D a , b s 0, where D a , b is the family of all affineis1 i i is1 i i
inter¨ als of M, then x is a wU-denting point of B .LM .
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w xProof. By Proposition 2.9 of 8 , for a dual space X
wU y dentB s wU y pcB l ext B . .X X X
5 5   . `  .4Since x s 1, M g D , and m t g G: x t g D a , b s 0, it fol-M . 2 is1 i i
w xlows from 18 that x is an extreme point of B . To show that x is aLM .wUU Uw y pc, suppose x ª x in w topology. Since M g D , using a similarn 2
w x 5 5  .argument as in 14 , it can proved that x y x ª 0 n ª ` . Q.E.D.M .n
From the lemmas, we immediately get
THEOREM 1. In an Orlicz function space L , for any x g S , theM . LM .
following are equi¨ alent:
 .i x is a quasi-denting point of B ;LM .
 .ii x is a denting point of B ;LM .
 . Uiii x is a weak denting point of B ;LM .
 .  .   . `  .4iv r x s 1, M g D , and m t g G: x t g D a , b s 0.M 2 is1 i i
 .  .  .Proof. iii « ii « i . This is trivial.
 .  .iv « iii . This follows immediately from Lemma 3.
 .  .  .i « iv . By Lemma 1, it follows that M g D . Clearly r x s 1.2 M
  . `  .4m t g G: x t g D a , b s 0 follows from Lemma 2. Q.E.D.is1 i i
 .  .LEMMA 4. For an Orlicz space L l , if M g D M g d , then forM . M . 2 2
any « ) 0 there is h ) 0 such that
5 5r x - h ª x - « , . M .M
5 5x ) 1 y h ª r x ) 1 y « . .M . M
w xFor a proof, see 2, 20, 21 .
  .  . .THEOREM 2. In an Orlicz sequence space l , for any x s x 1 , x 2 , . . .M .
on S , the following are equi¨ alent:lM .
 . Ui x is a weak denting point of B ;lM .
 .ii x is a denting point of B ;lM .
 .  .   . `  .4iii r x s 1, M g d , and m i: x i g D a , b F 1.M 2 is1 i i
 .  .Proof. i « ii . This is trivial.
 .  . w xii « iii . See 14 .
 .  . w xiii « i . By Proposition 2.9 of 8 , we only need to show that x is a
wUU Uweak point of continuity of B , i.e., x ª x in w topology impliesl nM .norm
x ª x in norm topology. By Lemma 4, this follows immediately. In fact,n
wUi0   ..for h ) 0, take i such that  M x i ) 1 y h. Since x ª x, it follows0 is1 n
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i0   ..  .that for n large enough  M x i ) 1 y h, and so from r x F 1,is1 n M n
  .. 5  .  .5we see that  M x i - h. Hence by Lemma 4,  x i e i -M .i) i n i) i n0 0
« . Therefore for n sufficiently large
5 5 5 < 5 5 < 5x y x F x y x q x q x F 3« . .M . i) i M . i) i M .iFin n n . 0 0M0
Q.E.D.
 .  . w x   .Let j x s distance x, h 19 , where h s y s y i : for all l )M M
 . 40, r l y - ` . Then we haveM
  .  . .LEMMA 5. For any element x s x 1 , x 2 , . . . in any Orlicz sequence
5  .. 5   . 4  .space l , lim x m s inf l: r xrl - ` s j x .M .M . nª` m) n M
w xWe refer to 19 for a proof.
THEOREM 3. In an Orlicz sequence space l , for any x sM .
  .  . .x 1 , x 2 , . . . g S , the following are equi¨ alent:lM .
 .i x is a quasi-denting point of B ;lM .
 .ii M g d .2
 .  . UProof. ii « i . Since M g d , l s l . Take y g l , where y s2 M . N N
  .  . . 5 5y 1 , y 2 , . . . and y s 1, such thatN
`
5 5  :1 s x s x , y s x i y i . .  .M .
is1
Suppose that x is not a quasi-denting point, then there exists s ) 0 such
  ..  .that a S f , « G s for any slice S f , « 2 x, where f g l and « ) 0.N
5  . 5Since M g d , take i large enough such that  x i e F sr4,M .2 0 i) i i0ith
i0 .   . :where e s 0, . . . , 0, 1 , 0, . . . . Then  x i e , y G 1 y sr4. Take yi is1 i
i i0 0 . 5  . 5s  y i e such that  y i e s 1 andNis1 i is1 i
i i0 0 s
x i e , y G x i e , y G 1 y . .  . i i ;  ; 4is1 is1
 .  4  .For any « , sr4 ) « ) 0, since x g S y, « , there exist x ; S y, « ,n
 .   .  . .  :sep x G s , x s x 1 , x 2 , . . . . From 1 y « F x , y sn n n n n
i i0 0 .  . 5  . 5 x i y i , we see that  x i e G 1 y « . By Lemma 4,M .is1 n is1 n i
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 i0  . . X   .  ..  .r  x i e G 1 y « . Moreover, r  x i e i s r x yM is1 n i M i) i n M n0
 i0  .  ..  X. Xr  x i e i F 1 y 1 y « s « . By Lemma 4, we haveM is1 n
s
x i e F n s 1, 2, . . . . .  . n i 4i)i  .0 M
<  . < y1 .Notice that x i F M 1 for all n and i. By taking a subsequence x ,n nk
if necessary, we may assume that
x i ª a i , i s 1, . . . , i . .  .n 0
Hence for sufficient large n , and m, n G n , then0 0
i i0 0 s
x i e y x i e F . .  . n i m i 4 .isi isi M
But this leads to a contradiction:
s F sep x .n
5 5F x y x M .n m
i0
F x i y x i e q x i e q x i e .  .  .  . .  n m i n i m i
 .is1 i)i i)iM  .  .0 0M M
s s s
F q q .
4 4 4
 .  .  .   .4i « ii . Let u x s inf j x n . We claim that if x is a quasi-; xn .4 kk
 .denting point of B , then u x s 0. Indeed suppose u ) 0. For any slicelM .
 .S f , h containing x, f s y q f, where y g L , f is singular. We shallN
 .  .  .find a sequence x in S f , h with sep x G ur2, a contradiction.n n
Step 1. By the definition of u and Lemma 5, choose n1 - n X1 suchk k1 1
that
kX 11 x n .k




1f x y x n e ) 1 y h . . k nk /ksk1
k1
X  1 .  .  .1Set x s x y  x n e . Then r x F r x F 1.1 ksk k n M 1 M1 k
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Step 2. By the definition of u and Lemma 5, choose n X1 - n2 - n X2k k k1 2 2
such that
kX 22 x n .k




2f x y x n e ) 1 y h . . k nk /ksk2
k 2
X  2 .  .  .2Set x s x y  x n e . Then r x F r x F 1.2 ksk k n M 2 M2 k
Inductively, choose n Xmy 1 - nm - n Xm such thatk k kmy 1 m m
kX mm x n .k




mf x y x n e ) 1 y h . . k nk /ksk m
k m
X  m.  .  .mSet x s x y  x n e . Then r x F r x F 1 and x gm ksk k n M m M mm k
 .S f , h for all m. But for m - h,
kX kXm hm hx y x x n x n .  .m h k k
r G M q M ) 1 q 1 s 2. M  /  /  /ur2 ur2 ur2ksk kskm h
5 5Hence x y x G ur2.M .m h
In the following we shall show that M g d . Suppose that M f d . Then2 2
there exist u o 0 such thatn
1
nq1M 1 q u ) 2 M u , n s 1, 2, . . . . .n n / /n
Passing to a subsequence if necessary, for each m g /, there is a positive
integer K so thatm
1 1
F K M u - . .m n mmq1 22
 .We now construct a sequence weakly convergent to x, and sep x G 1r4.n
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 .   1 ..   ..Step 1. Since u x s 0, choose a subsequence x n of x n suchk
that
1x n - 1. . .  .k M
Set
K1








1x s x n e . .1 k nk
ks1
 .   2 ..   ..Step 2. Since u x s 0, choose a subsequence x n of x n suchk
that
1
2x n - . . .  .k M 2
Set
K X qK2 2
2x s x q u e2 2 nk
Xk)K 2
K X qK2 2
X 2
2x s x q u y x n e . .2 2 k nk
Xk)K 2
K X qK2 2
Y 2
2x s x n e , .2 k nk
Xk)K 2
where K X ) n1 .2 K1
  m..   ..By induction, for any m, choose a subsequence x n of x n such thatk
1
mx n - . . .  .Mk m
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Set
K X qKm m
mx s x q u em m nk
Xk)K m
K X qKm m
X m
mx s x q u y x n e . .m m k nk
Xk)K m
K X qKm m
Y m
mx s x n e , .m k nk
Xk)K m
where K X ) n Xmy 1 .m K qKmy 1 my1
5 Y 5 5  m..5Then x F x n - 1rm. AndM . M .m k
1
Xr x F r x q .  .M n M n2
1
F 1 q ,n2
hence
1
X5 5x F 1 q .M .n n2
Thus
5 5 5 X 5lim sup x s lim sup x F 1.M . M .n n
nª` nª`
  ..Next we show that for every « ) 0, a S f , e G 1r4, f s y q f where
  .  . .y s y 1 , y 2 , . . . , f is singular. Since
X XK qK K qKm m m m1 1
m m :f , x y x s u y n F q N l y n ª 0, .  . . m m k km /X Xl 2k)K k)Km m
 4  .hence for every « ) 0, there is n so that x ; S f , « . But for any0 n nG n0
m / n, we may assume that m - n,
1 1 1
r 1 q x y x s M 1 q u K q M 1 q u K .m m n m m n n /  /  / /  /  /m m m
1 1
) M 1 q u K q M 1 q u Km m n n /  / /  /m n
) 2 mM u K q 2 nM u K .  .m m n n




5 5x y x G ) .M .m n 1 q 1rm 2
  ..Hence a S f , « G 1r4. Q.E.D.
3. weakU DROP PROPERTY, WEAK DROP PROPERTY,
AND DROP PROPERTY
In this section we show that for Orlicz function space the weakU drop
property is equivalent to M g D and M g SC and for Orlicz sequence2
space the weakU drop property is equivalent to M g d . But for both2
Orlicz function space and Orlicz sequence space the weakU drop property
is equivalent to the Kadec]Klee Property.
THEOREM 4. L possesses the weakU drop property if and only ifM .
M g D and M g SC.2
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that L possesses the weakU drop prop-M .
erty. It can be proved that M g D by using an argument similar to that of2
Lemma 1.
 .Suppose M f SC and there exist 0 - a - b so that M u is affine on
 .a, b . Take disjoint subsets G and G in G and c ) 0 so that1 2
a q b
M mG q M c mG s 1. .1 2 /2
Define
a q b
< <f t s q c . . G G1 22
 . 5 5 w xThen r f s 1, hence f s 1. By 20 , there exists x g E , so thatM .M N
 :x, f s 1, where E is the subspace of L consisting of all elements xN N
 .satisfying r l x - ` for all l ) 0. But by Lemma 2, we see thatN
   . .. w xlim a S B L , x, « G u ) 0. Hence by Theorem 2.5 of 11 , L« ª 0 M . M .
does not possess the weakU drop property.
Sufficiency. Suppose that L does not possess the weakU drop prop-M .
w x  . Uerty. By Theorem 2.7 of 11 , B L does not possess the weak -propertyM .
a , i.e., for some x g E , where EU s L , there is d ) 0 satisfying thatN N M . 0
 4`for every positive number « - d r8 there exists a sequence f ; L0 n ns1 M .
so that
 :x , f G 1 y « , n s 1, 2, . . .n , «
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and
5 5f y f G d , n / m.M .m , « n , « 0
Hence for each n,
1
 :x , f G 1 y , j s 1, 2,j , 1r n n
and
5 5f y f G d .M .1, 1r n. 2, 1r n. 0
For arbitrary « ) 0, take u ) 0 so that for every subset E ; G if mE - u ,
then
5 < 5x F « .E N
5 5  :Since f q f G x, f q f ª 2 as n ª `, byM .1, 1r n. n, 1r n. 1, 1r n. 2, 1r n.
Lemma 4,
f t q f t .  .1, 1r n. 2, 1r n.
1 ¤ M dmH  /2G
M f t q M f t .  . .  .1, 1r n. 2, 1r n.F dm F 1 n ª ` . .H 2G
Since M g SC, it follows
m
f y f ª 0 n ª ` . .1, 1r n. 2, 1r n.
By the Egoroff Theorem, if necessary passing to a subsequence, there
exists E ; G with mE - u so that on G _ E, f y f converges1, 1r n. 2, 1r n.
5 < 5  :  .  .uniformly to 0. Since f G x, f y H f t x t dmG _ E M .j, 1r n. j, 1r n. E j, 1r n.
 .) 1 y 1rn y « ) 1 y 2« j s 1, 2 for n large enough, by Lemma 4,
<r f ) 1 y h j s 1, 2 . . .G _ EM j , 1r n.
Hence
< <r f F 1 y r f - h j s 1, 2 . . .  .E G _ EM j , 1r n. M j , 1r n.
Again, by Lemma 4,
d0
5 < 5f - j s 1, 2 . .E M .j , 1r n. 4
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Hence, for n large enough,
5 5d F f y f M .0 1, 1r n. 2, 1r n.
F f y f q f q f . .1, 1r n. n , 1r n. 1, 1r n. 2, 1r n. .  .G_E M M . E EM





THEOREM 5. l possesses the weakU drop property if and only ifM .
M g d .2
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that M f d . Then there exist u o 0 such2 n
that
1
nq1M 1 q u ) 2 M u , n s 1, 2, . . . . .n n / /n
Passing to a subsequence if necessary, for each n g /, there is a positive
integer m so thatn
1 1
F m M u - . .n n nnq1 22
 .  .Let h resp. h be the subspace of l resp. l consisting of allM . N M . N
 .   . .elements f satisfying r l f - ` resp. r l x - ` , for all l ) 0. TakeM N
 . 5 5f g h where f s f , f , . . . with f s 1 and for some x g hM .M . 1 2 N
 . 5 5where x s x , x , . . . with x s 1 such thatN1 2
`
x f s 1. i i
is1
For n s 1, 2, . . . , let
mn! # "
ny 1 ny1 nF s f , . . . , f , f q u , . . . , f q u , 0, 0, ??? ,n 1   m q1 n  m njs 1 js1 j js1 j /
mj! # "X
ny 1F s f , . . . , f , u , . . . , u , 0, 0, ??? ,n 1  m n njs 1 j /
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and
ny1mjs1 j! # "
Y
ny 1 nF s 0, . . . , 0 , f , . . . , f , 0, 0, ??? .n  m q1  mjs 1 j js1 j /
Since f g h ,M .
5 X 5 5 Y 5F y F s F ª 0 n ª ` . .M . M .n n n
On one hand,
mjny1
Xr F s M f q m M u .  .  . M n i n n
js1 ism q1jy1
1
F r f q .M n2
1
F 1 q .n2
Hence
1
X5 5F F 1 q .M .n n2
Thus
5 5 5 X 5lim sup F s lim sup F F 1.M . M .n n
nª` nª`
On the other hand,
XF q Fn n
ny 15 < 5 5 5lim inf G lim f s f s 1.iF m 4 M . M .js 1 j
 .2nª` nª`M
We conclude that
5 5lim F s 1.M .n
nª`
   U . ..Next we show that for every « ) 0, a S B X , x, « G 1r4, where
  U . .   U .  . 4   U . .S B X , x, « ' g g B X : g x G 1 y « and f g S B X , x, « . By
w x UTheorem 2.5 in 11 , it follows that l does not possess the weak dropM .
property.
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 :   U . .From 1 s x, f , it follows that f g S B X , x, « and
mn
 : <x , F y f s x u q x f F 2 x ª 0.  i) m 4n i n i i ny 1 N
ism q1 i)mny1 n
 4   U . .Hence for every « ) 0, there is n so that F ; S B X , x, « . But0 n nG n0
for any m / n, we may assume that m - n. Then
1 1 1
r 1 q F y F s M 1 q u m q M 1 q u m .m m n m m n n /  /  / /  /  /m m m
1 1
) M 1 q u m q M 1 q u mm m n n /  / /  /m n
) 2 mM u m q 2 nM u m .  .m m n n
s 1 q 1 s 2 ) 1,
which shows that
1 1
5 5F y F G ) .M .m n 1 q 1rm 2
   U . ..Hence a S B X , x, « G 1r4.
Sufficiency. Suppose that l does not possess the weakU drop property.M .
w x  U . UBy Theorem 2.7 of 11 , B X does not possess the weak -property a ;
i.e., for some x g h , where hU s l , there exists d ) 0 satisfying thatN N M . 0
 4`for every d r8 ) « ) 0 there exists a sequence f in l with the0 n ns1 M .
properties
 :x , f G 1 y « , n s 1, 2, . . . ,n
and
5 5f y f G d , n / m.M .m n 0
 4`Since x s x g h , take a positive integer i such thati is1 N 0
5 < 5x F « .i) i 4 N0
 4`Then take f , f g f so thatm n n ns1
f y f - « . .  4iFim n  .M0
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Then
5 < 5f G x f i .iF i 4 M .m i m0
iFi0
`
s x f i y x f i .  . i m i m
is1 i)i0
5 < 5G 1 y « y x i) i 4 N0
G 1 y 2« .
5 < 5Similarly, f G 1 y 2« . By Lemma 4, there is g ) 0 such thatiF i 4 M .m 0
<r f ) 1 y g , .iF i 4M m 0
and
<r f ) 1 y g . .iF i 4M n 0
Thus
< <r f s r f y r f - g , . .  .i) i 4 i) i 4M m M m M m0 0
and
< <r f s r f y r f - g . . .  .i) i 4 i) i 4M n M n M n0 0
Again by Lemma 4,
d0
5 < 5f Fi) i 4 M .m 0 4
and
d0
5 < 5f F .P i) i 4 M .n 0 4
This leads to a contradiction:
5 5d F f y f M .0 m n
5 < 5 5 < 5F f y f q f q f .  4 i) i 4 M . i) i 4 M .iFim n m n . 0 0M0





 . w xIn Banach spaces, the drop property m Reflexivity q KK 12 and the
w x  .weak drop property m Reflexivity 7 . It is known that in L resp. lM . M .
the reflexivity is equivalent to M g D and N g D resp. M g d and2 2 2
.  .  .N g d , and KK is equivalent to M g D and M g SC resp. M g d .2 2 2
We summarize the results on various drop properties in the following
theorem.
THEOREM 6.
 .a l possesses the drop property m l possesses the weak dropM . M .
property m M g d and N g d ;2 2
 . Ub l possesses the weak drop property m M g d ;M . 2
 .c L possesses the drop property m M g D , N g D , and M gM . 2 2
SC;
 .d L possesses the weak drop property m M g D and N g D ;M . 2 2
 . Ue L possesses the weak drop property m M g D and M g SC.M . 2
Finally we pose a problem: In every Banach space is the weakU drop
property equivalent to the Kadec]Klee property?
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